Although also a writer of travelogues, plays, cartoons, and pop songs, Shel
Silverstein is perhaps best known and well loved for his children's poetry and picture books. In big-box bookstores like Barnes & Noble and Borders, Silverstein's distinctive, white-jacketed books dominate the children's poetry sections, just as his verse dominates elementary and even high school poetry units. However, our general conception of the author of these texts as wily and playful but ultimately benign and unproblematic is, I argue, inadequate and too often at odds with the persona so carefully constructed by Silverstein himself. This persona, reinforced in cartoon after cartoon, song after song, has its roots in Shel's early writings for Playboy magazine, but it develops across much of his early work, stabilizing somewhere between the 1964 publication of The Giving Tree and the 1972 release of his album Freakin' at the Freakers Ball. In this essay I hope to articulate more thoroughly this dominant persona, which I call "Uncle Shelby" 1 , Playboy's "whiskered wit," the free-loving, drug-addled persona wheezing such songs as "Fuck 'Em" and "I Love My Right Hand" and "I Got Stoned and I Missed It." The ragged voice of this "Uncle Shelby" is generally unheard in discussions of Silverstein's children's work, even when that work first appeared in Playboy itself, even when the themes of the work directly relate to the lifestyle endorsed by Playboy.
Focusing primarily on his first two children's books, Uncle Shelby's ABZ Book (1961) and Uncle Shelby's Story of Lafcadio, the Lion Who Shot Back (1963) , this essay examines Silverstein's early relationship with Playboy and the role this relationship played in the development of the persona of Uncle Shelby. InchoAn associate professor of English literature at San Diego State University, Joseph Thomas is the author of two books and a handful of essays. A flâneur of some note, he lives and writes in Southern California, where he divides his time between San Diego and Los Angeles.
ate versions of The ABZ Book and Lafcadio initially appeared in the pages of Hugh Hefner's then-radical men's magazine, the former in August 1961 and the latter in November 1963. Restoring these works to their original contextand thinking about Shelby's relationship to Playboy in general-brings to the surface textual and ideological complexities that are likely overlooked in their children's book form, 2 just as it raises provocative questions regarding Silverstein's construction of his child audience, and, yes, our construction of Silverstein himself.
*
Silverstein's inaugural contribution to Playboy was a small book of cartoons stapled into the center of the August 1956 issue. At this point, Uncle Shelby had yet to arrive on the scene-indeed, neither had Shel. The editors note that the issue features "New Playboy cartoonist Sheldon Silverstein," who "uses a special four page insert to display the work of his satiric pen" (on the lower right hand corner of the page appears a photo of a laughing, conspicuously unbearded Silverstein) (2) . Throughout the remainder of the 1950s, and, really, until the dawning of the 1970s, a decade that saw the number of his contributions wane considerably, Shel contributed regularly to Playboy, working for Hugh as a cartoonist and travel writer while also remaining Hefner's close friend and a regular visitor to the Chicago Playboy Mansion (whose motto, apt for Uncle Shelby, was "SI NON OSCILLAS, NOLI TINTINNARE").
3 By 1957 Playboy was bragging about their "whiskered wit," characterizing him as a bearded and unpredictable bohemian and positioning him as a barefooted Greenwich Village iconoclast more akin to Allen Ginsberg than the up-andcoming, clean-shaven men whom the magazine instructed on liquor selections, tipping etiquette, cars, hi-fis, and wardrobe. We should remember that Shel began working for Playboy only one year before the Allen Ginsberg/City Lights censorship trial in 1957; and in 1959 the inaugural issue of BIG TABLE would bring notoriety (and celebrity) to William S. Burroughs by including in its pages ten episodes from his novel Naked Lunch, episodes deemed pornographic by the Judicial Officer for the United States Postal Service. 4 In 1958 the beats were such a cultural flash point that Mr. San Francisco, Herb Caen, coined the word "beatnik" in an article published in the San Francisco Chronicle. This was only six months after the Soviets took the lead in the space race by sending Sputnik into orbit, so the suffix "nik" had dire connotations. "Beatnik," then, highlighted the supposed threat these young iconoclasts posed to the United States and, the suggestion being, democracy itself: the beats, needless to say, were big news, and Silverstein was Playboy's link with this cool, allegedly dangerous, countercultural movement.
Silverstein and Jack Prelutsky (Shel's "evil twin," as Richard Flynn calls him), twin pillars of U.S. late twentieth-and early twenty-first-century "urchin poetry," 5 both came from the beat tradition; their work was rooted in the same combines with your image as a writer of children's books? A: I don't think about my image. Q: Do you shave your head for effect or to be different, or to strike back at the long-haired styles of today? A: I don't explain my head.
As much a trickster as the light, the persona adopted here forestalls stereotypical association with the beats or the "long-haired styles of today." Tracks like "Have Myself Another Espresso" and "Bury Me in My Shades," from Shel's 1962 Atlantic recording Inside Folk Songs, also lampoon the cool, hipster life of Greenwich Village cats (who are, "Shades" suggests, often poseurs of the Maynard G. Krebs variety 6 ). In "Bury Me in My Shades," Uncle Shelby-whom Playboy in February 1962 jokingly dubbed "one of the best singers who is also a professional cartoonist" (2)-relates the last will and testament of a "poor beatnik" knockin' on heaven's door (as it were). Shelby observes that this poor, dying beatnik is "The last of the hipsters" (no doubt wishful thinking on our dear uncle's part). As he lies "In a pad with no heat, up on Sullivan Street," sur-rounded by "All the junkies and loners and coffee shop owners," he takes "one last puff of some imported stuff " and relates his final, dying wishes: [. . .] Couple songs like this and "Have Myself Another Espresso" with "It Does Not Pay to Be Hip" (which mocks the ever-changing hipster shibboleth), also from "I'm So Good," and the slyly disapproving satire of cartoon travelogues like the two-part "Silverstein among the Hippies" (July and August 1968-reprinted in Playboy's Silverstein Around the World), and one can see that Uncle Shelby is marked by a disdain for the mindless follower of trends, a disdain, ultimately, that rivals his lack of patience with those who cling to the conservative ideologies of midcentury America (even a cursory glance at Different Dances, a collection of Silverstein's cartoons from the '50s, '60s, and '70s, demonstrates Shelby's condemnation of such sacred cows as monogamy, romantic love, parenting, the nuclear family, the extended family, literacy, formal education, free enterprise, careerism, religion in general, Christianity in particular, and etcetera, etcetera). 7 A follower is a follower is a follower, and Uncle Shelby-the persona, at the very least-was an outsider who resisted easy association with any mass movement.
In Playboy, however, had no problem with this contradiction-calling the ABZ Book a book "for all ages" (the same, incidentally, goes for Lafcadio, which Playboy labels a "fable for children of all ages" [Silverstein, "Lafcadio" 76; emphasis added] ). Furthermore, in the "Playbill" section of the November 1963 issue of Playboy in which Lafcadio first appeared, the editors joke:
When Shel Silverstein revealed that he was writing "another book for kids," we recalled, with mixed emotions, the rumored rise in toddler delinquency that followed our publication (August 1961) of his diabolically funny Uncle Shelby's ABZ Book ("S is for spit. How far can you spit?"). But, on reading Lafcadio, the Lion Who Shot Back, you will be pleased to learn that ol' Uncle Shelby has no ulterior motives tucked between the lions. Lafcadio, we feel, is one of those rare volumes that kids of all ages will dig with pleasure. (3) Shel would undoubtedly agree. In his last extended interview-for Publisher's Weekly in 1975-he tells Jean F. Mercier that his favorite three books are "'Uncle Shelby's ABZ,' 'A Giraffe and a Half ' and 'Lafcadio, the Lion Who Shot Back,'" adding, "I think I like that one the most" (52). Also telling in the Playboy introduction are the words attributed to Shel, in which he reveals that he's written "another book for kids" (emphasis added); the first children's book is the ABZ Book, which was published in book form in 1961, shortly after its appearance in Playboy and only two years before Lafcadio the Lion Who Shot Back was released as a book. 8 Because of Shel's later success as a children's author, the ABZ Book was reprinted in 1985 with a slight cover change that highlights the apparent contradiction evident in a children's author who got his start as Playboy's "whiskered wit." Although "a primer for tender young minds" still appears on the title page as the book's subtitle, below is added "A Primer for Adults Only." Also, the back cover now insists, "The notorious early Silverstein classic you won't want your children to read." The original book version is much more ambiguous with regard to its intended audience.
Here it is important to note that Uncle Shelby is an invention largely of Playboy, and certainly Hugh Hefner, even if Shelby does not play much of a role in the Playboy versions of ABZ or Lafcadio. As Hefner writes in his introduction to the hardcover, collected edition of Silverstein's Playboy travel writings, Silverstein Around the World:
Everything begins with Shel's travels. I think it was through the work you'll see in this volume that he started to define himself. . . . I envisioned something along the lines of the travel letters Ernest Hemingway submitted to Esquire-a sort of personal diary that would be dispatched from around the globe. Shel was uncomfortable in that role. He didn't want to include himself, but I persisted. And I'm glad I did. What we got back in those drawings was a narrative storytelling of a very personal manner. We saw Shel establish himself as a character. (np; emphasis added) Silverstein's conception of himself as a character, as a persona, emerged during this period, and it is a persona that Shel would use for the remainder of his career. Comparing the Playboy versions of ABZ and Lafcadio to their later book versions illuminates Silverstein's development of this persona. Of course, he did not need to include the Shelby persona so obviously in the Playboy material simply because it was already in Playboy, a publication in which he was a staple, a fixture, a frequent contributor of cartoons and satire. In the books, however, this aura of personality was suddenly absent since the books, as selfcontained artifacts, are closed off from the serial nature of Playboy magazine. Thus, Silverstein amped up the persona in the books, generating, finally, an intertextual personality that transcended any single iteration of itself (that is, Uncle Shelby became the sum of his song performances, his Playboy work, his children's books, and so on).
In her Twayne book Shel Silverstein, Ruth K. MacDonald recognizes the dual audiences implied by the book version of ABZ, noting that it is a "transition piece between Silverstein's work in Playboy and his work for an audience of children" (29). She appreciates that "the butt of the satire is usually children" but also understands that the book is "designed more for knowing adults and sophisticated older children than for the younger preschool readers who are the usual target audience for an alphabet book," characterizing Uncle Shelby's tone as "sarcastic and sometimes sinister, like an unpleasant, older bully and con artist" (29-30). She continues, "There is no warm, sympathetic feeling toward children, especially young ones," in ABZ; rather, the avuncular fellow at the book's helm "is a 'funny' uncle who teases children to do things that they would be unlikely to do on their own but that the elder adult voice recommends, to their detriment" (30). MacDonald is correct, of course, in her characterization of ABZ as a transitional book, but it is crucial to add that it is also a transition in the construction of the persona of Uncle Shelby: by the time we get to the book version of Lafcadio, Silverstein's construction of Uncle Shelby will be almost complete. No longer the dark, snide, and child-hating con-artist of ABZ, Uncle Shelby, by Lafcadio, will be gentled down a bit, his relationship to the child-audience more complex and ambiguous.
The teasing, adult voice of Uncle Shelby is found in both the Playboy and the book edition, although he is much more of a presence in the book version (just as he is much more of a presence in the book version of Lafcadio, as we will see). The book edition is dedicated "To Uncle Shelby's Old Comrade, / Jean Shepherd," for instance (the same Jean Shepherd who would write A Christmas Story, and, indeed, the same Shepherd who insisted in his introduction to Now Here's My Plan that Silverstein "is not for children, of whatever age"). Of course, both versions are called Uncle Shelby's ABZ Book, the Playboy rendering credited to "Shel Silverstein / who loves you dearly," whereas the book edition is simply credited to "Shel Silverstein." For the book, Silverstein expands the phrase "who loves you dearly" into an entire acknowledgments page explaining the various reasons why "Your own, Uncle Shelby" (not, as before, Shel Silverstein) would write such a "sarcastic and sometimes sinister" text (as MacDonald puts it). This acknowledgments page bears quoting in full:
A Book For You Many of my little friends have asked old Uncle Shelby why he has written this book and why he loves children so dearly, and to these I must answer that although Uncle Shelby has never been blessed with children of his own, 9 the little ones have always had a very special place in his tired old heart. Yes, I have heard them crying late at night, and I have thought about them-I have heard them playing and laughing outside my window while I was trying to sleep and I have thought about them-I have seen the pictures they have drawn on my car and I have thought and thought and thought about them.
And so this bookTo help all my little friends get all the things in life that they so richly deserve.
Your own, Uncle Shelby
Note that the "who loves you dearly" of the Playboy version remains in slightly different form, embedded there in the first sentence and expanded into "why he loves children so dearly." The joke is obvious, and only the youngest and most gullible child reader would fail to appreciate the sarcasm of "To help all my little friends get all the things . . . that they so richly deserve," and the heart of the book's satire lay in understanding that a bitter, child-hating persona has written, designed, and gotten published this book with the sole purpose of "tricking" children into "getting what they deserve," which is at the very least trouble, and at the most extreme an early demise. The book is a con, an elaborate, unbelievably-absurdlyintricate con, and thus it shouldn't announce that it is not for children, for it is for children, at least metafictionally; but it is a poison pill-albeit sugar-coated. I use the word "metafiction" advisedly, but, really, it is metafictional, as part of the story is a fictional, authoring persona who has generated a text disguised as children's literature (fooling editors and publishers and parents alike) so that children will read it and, in the end, get what they so richly deserve. But the joke is on Uncle Shelby, for part of the book's aesthetic effect lay in the child's ability to recognize the con, for the astute child knows she's being teased and can enjoy the humor nonetheless. The warning labels added to the book in the mid-1980s (that cultural highpoint for the parental advisory label) undermine, then, the whole point of the book in order to "protect" some clueless child who, if suckered, really deserves it (let's be frank: chugging a bottle of ink is a great cure for stupidity). 10 Additionally, the original 1961 edition, unmarked by any warnings, also features a large, black-and-white photograph on the back cover depicting Silverstein sitting in front of a well-stocked bookcase, his mouth open, as if declaiming a children's story to the group of five adorable children who surround him, their faces alive with delight. Two of the five appear to be sitting on Shelby's lap, the other three encircle him, either smiling or looking very interested, a mise-en-scène recalling Gustave Doré's well-known illustration of Mother Goose adorning the pages of the 1867 edition of Charles Perrault's Les Contes de Perrault. 11 A key difference between the Doré engraving and the photograph of Shelby lay in the fact that Shelby, unlike Mother Goose, looks directly at the reader-not the book or the children-a reader who ostensibly would be a welcome addition to his crew of youngsters: another child. As if to cinch the deal (or the con), below the photo are the words, Uncle Shelby [note that it is not "Shel Silverstein"] was born in Chicago. He is twenty-nine years old. He spends his time traveling around the world visiting his little nieces and nephews from Alabama to Zanzibar.
He has never gone to school.
12 This is a book, then, that looks like a children's book, swims like a children's book, and quacks like a children's book. Until 1985, that is. Silverstein completely redrew the illustrations for the book adaptation of ABZ (which is black and white, unlike the water-colored Playboy version), but much of the text is the same, with a few minor changes. The book version is quite a bit longer, including a number of non-letter-related gags and games not found in the shorter Playboy version, which consists of two, three-by-six panel, double-page spreads (giving us thirty-six panels total: the first three panels feature the title, subtitle, and an incorrect overview of the alphabet, 13 whereas twenty-six panels depict letters and seven house various games, surprises, warnings, and presents). This version mentions Uncle Shelby only four times (including the title), yet Shelby is not showcased in any appreciable way. In the book adaptation Shelby is quite prominent, appearing first in the acknowledgments page and then again in an invitation to join "Uncle Shelby's secret club," which promises such cool stuff as [a] free club ring and de-code-o-graph and club handbook with all the secret codes and handshakes and the club flag and the easy to assemble club club house and the club badge with the secret compartment and the club rules and the invisible ink and the uniform and the sword AND EVERYTHING!! (As long as your entry is "postmarked no later than Feb 6, 1934 .") Readers also find a two-page spread through which our narrator answers his "little friends" who have been asking, "Uncle Shelby, where do babies come from?" Then there is my favorite: "Now It's . . . . Game Time," which involves a special, Uncle Shelby variety of "Hop-Scotch" using "Real Scotch."
In the book, Uncle Shelby also has a special "Potty Training" method (the method appears in Playboy but not explicitly as "Uncle Shelby's Potty Training"), which goes something like this: We also find in the book version a coupon, presented proudly by Uncle Shelby, which, if you "bring it to your friendly neighborhood grocer [. . .] he will give you, absolutely free . . . A REAL LIVE PONY." Additionally, young readers benefit from a special "Handicraft Class," in which "Uncle Shelby is going to teach you how to make your own Voodoo Dolly Pin Cushion" (in the form of the child's teacher, mother, grandpa, and policeman; Shelby does warn the child, however, "Do Not Make An Uncle Shelby Cushion"). But most noticeable is the use of Uncle Shelby in the letter U example. In Playboy, But in the book edition, "U is for Uncle Shelby." The Uncle Shelby page features a caricature of Silverstein, not unlike those used commonly in his Silverstein around the world series. This caricature suggests an impoverished Silverstein (the words "holes in shoes" are just to the right of Shelby's shoed feet, arrows pointing to their soles): his pants torn raggedly just above the knees, his bald head labeled, "poor Uncle Shelby," his bespectacled face looking forlorn and needy. Hat in hands, he holds it toward us, as if looking for a handout, a single tear drawn prominently on his cheek. The joke has been completely rewritten, the text now reading, "Do you love your [the word "poor" added here, as if a copyedit] Uncle Shelby?" two boxes of equal size labeled "Yes" and "No." Below, we find another question: "Do you love your ABZ Book?" with two more boxes, one, considerably larger, marked "Yes" and another, much smaller, marked "No." And, below these boxes, another question: "Are you going to buy Uncle Shelby's next book and if your mommy won't buy it for you are you going to kick and scream and hold your breath until she says O.K.?" after which are two more boxes, both of equal size, the first marked, "Yes" and the second marked, "Maybe," a note next to them reading, in smaller letters, "Now you can have some candy."
Uncle Shelby is less venomous in the book version of Lafcadio, just as its audience is less ambiguous. (And note that, although the book is commonly labeled simply Lafcadio, the Lion Who Shot Back, the complete title of the book is actually Uncle Shelby's Story of Lafcadio, the Lion Who Shot Back. Lafcadio, then, along with the ABZ Book, are the only two children's books by Silverstein with "Uncle Shelby" in the title, which is understandable, since these two books mark a crucial moment in the development of the Shelby persona.
14 ) Yet the story takes on a different resonance when read in the pages of Playboy, surrounded as it is by "the girls of Canada" and playmate Terre Tucker. Indeed, immediately after Lafcadio is an essay on hallucinatory drugs (Aldous Huxley is one of the three authors), following Lafcadio perfectly, especially as the lion despairs that he has exhausted all that the world has to offer: "I'm tired of smoking five-dollar cigars and playing tennis and I'm tired of signing autographs and I'm tired of everything! I want to do something new! But there isn't anything new to do!" (82). Perhaps he ought to read "the pros and cons, history and future possibilities of vision-inducing psychochemicals" (84). Might give him some ideas.
Like ABZ, Lafcadio plays with the conventions of its genre, beginning, "Now, once upon a time there was a young lion and his name was-well, I don't really know what his name was because he lived in the jungle with a lot of other lions and if he did have a name it certainly wasn't a name like Joe or Ernie or anything like that" (76). The book version begins a bit more cleverly (in fact, the revisions throughout make it a much more delightful and formally inventive piece). In it, Silverstein directly addresses the child reader, becoming a character, "Uncle Shelby," who is less the child reader's antagonist than her groovy ally, crafting an engaging story filled with nods and winks (again, Uncle Shelby looms large in the book version-though not in the Playboy text). Consider the opening passage of the book version:
And now, children, your Uncle Shelby is going to tell you a story about a very strange lion-in fact, the strangest lion I have ever met. Now, where shall I start [ . . .]? I suppose I should begin at the moment that I first met this lion. Let's see . . . [. . .] No, I suppose I should start this story long before that. I suppose I should tell you about the lion when he was very young. All right.
Again, the full title of the book edition reads "Uncle Shelby's Story of Lafcadio, the Lion Who Shot Back," and "Uncle Shelby" intrudes throughout, intrusions MacDonald labels the "characteristically digressive" interruptions of "Uncle Shelby, the benevolent older storyteller" (19) (20) . Yes, they are characteristic digressions, but they are characteristic of digressions found throughout Silverstein's body of work, characteristic of a persona not safely reduced to "benevolent . . . storyteller." In the context of this single volume, Shelby comes across as relatively harmless and good-natured, but intertextually, Uncle Shelby is much more fraught with ambiguity and trouble, a con-man trickster who, on the track "Fuck 'Em"-found on an unreleased demonstration recording by the same name-is called "the Devil's favorite pet." 15 Lafcadio's narrator is not exactly the same Uncle Shelby who voices the playful yet razor-edged satire of The ABZ Book's acknowledgment page, but that iteration of the character informs his later appearances. By the release of Lafcadio in book form, Uncle Shelby is no longer simply the dark, somewhat sinister narrator of the ABZ book, but, instead, is a complex character more difficult to pin down, his motives unclear.
The Playboy version of Lafcadio is subtitled differently from the book, reading instead "an uncle shelby [sic] fable for children of all ages." However, other than in this subtitle, Uncle Shelby is not much of a presence in this shorter iteration of the tale, just as he is not much of a presence in the initial version of the ABZ book. For those readers who do not know the story of Lafcadio, it involves a young lion who is not bright enough to be frightened by a hunter, so he eats him, takes his gun, and, over the next few years, becomes quite the sharpshooter. Wackiness ensues, resulting in his arrival in the United States, where he joins a circus and becomes "the only sharpshooting lion in the world, Lafcadio the Great!" (81). The lion slowly becomes civilized, gets cleaned up, gets a closer and closer shave-his mane becoming less and less mane-like, less wild-and he ends up less the lion he was and more, well, more like the playboy described by Hefner. In June 1957-just prior to the summer trial that would vindicate Ginsberg's Howl and Ferlinghetti's City Lights bookstorethe magazine's editors reiterate their characterization of the Playboy playboy provided by Hef in the inaugural issue (this time describing that consummate playboy, Mr. Hugh Hefner), noting that His dress is conservative and casual. He always wears loafers, and a bottle of Pepsi Cola (which he consumes at the rate of two dozen a day) is never very far away. There is an electronic entertainment wall in his office, very much like the one featured in Playboy's Penthouse Apartment . . . that includes hi-fi, AM-FM radio, tape, and television, and will store up to 2000 LPs. Brubeck, Kenton or Sinatra is usually on the turntable . . . He is essentially an indoors man, though he [enjoys] the pleasures of the ski slope. . . . He likes jazz, foreign films, Ivy League clothes, gin and tonic and pretty girls. (2) Coupling this description with the other fashion-centric advice provided in Playboy's pages, one suspects that Silverstein is articulating some disapproval when the narrator of Lafcadio explains (in Playboy), that Lafcadio:
. . . learned to wear dark suits and white shirts with buttondown collars and tweedy brown suits with plaid shirts and turned-up collars. And he learned to wear collars with starch in them. And then he learned to wear collars with no starch in them.
And he kept his tail curled up and seldom let it hang down except when he forgot himself or he had a little too much buttermilk to drink. And often he would be seen dancing in the night clubs with the most beautiful, beautiful girls. And as time went by, Lafcadio the Great became greater and greater and his picture was in all the newspapers. And he became more and more like a man. (82) This, of course, is not seen as a positive development. Again, Shelby does not appear in the Playboy version as a character, although a reluctant, bearded-or, more exactly, a maned-lion is. It is tempting to read Lafcadio as a stand-in for Silverstein, or at least an analogue of sorts. If we take the lion to be partly autobiographical, we can see the kind of subtle, self-deprecating humor so often found in Silverstein's work: it is not brilliance or a novel, inspired worldview that leads the lion (or, in Shel's case, the artist) to become famous; rather, it's his stupidity (the lion is too simple to run from the hunter), a stupidity that leads him to interact with the world in a novel way and thus become something exceptional. Yet it is also this stupidity that leads the lion's talents to become more and more commodified, and the lion to become less and less exceptional and more and more to embody cultural expectations. Much is made of the lion's mane, just as Playboy makes much of Silverstein's "mighty beard." And when the lion tames this mighty beard, dons respectable clothes, follows the current styles (one month starched collars, one month unstarched, one month suits and white shirts with buttondown collars, the next month tweedy brown suits with plaid shirts and turned up collars), in effect, when he learns the very social codes promulgated by Playboy, he finds naught but unhappiness and, in a wonderfully ambiguous ending, finds out he no longer knows who he is: he didn't really know where he was going, but he did know he was going somewhere, because you really have to go somewhere, don't you? And the sun was just beginning to go down behind the hill and it was getting a little chilly in the jungle and a warm rain was beginning to fall and Lafcadio the Great walked down into the valley alone. 16 (83) And there the story ends. This ending is abrupt but evocative, mysterious and resonant. Tellingly, Silverstein, in collaboration with his editor at Harper and Row (the famous Ursula Nordstrom), added a coda to his tale, leaving his young readers with something a little less bleak (albeit also a little less evocative) than the title character walking "down into the valley alone" as the metaphorically loaded sun sets and a warm jungle rain begins to fall in the cool, twilight air. Instead of the dark, resonant ending found in Playboy, in the book version Shel opts to end on a lighter note. And, interestingly, he ends with an authorial intrusion-with the nonplussed, cool, devil-may-care voice of our narrator, Uncle Shelby. The penultimate page of text ends exactly like the Playboy version, but after the page turn, readers see, on the verso, several paragraphs of text, whereas the recto is blank save a drawing of a crouching Lafcadio facing away from the reader on the lower, right-hand quadrant. The text reads:
And that was the last I ever heard of Lafcadio the Great. I certainly thought that he would have at least dropped me a line to say hello or maybe even sent me a little something for my birthday (which is September 25th in case any of you sweet children care to know).
But so far not a word from him.
And not a word about him either. Of course, if I do get any news of him, I'll be sure to let you know. And who knows? You may even meet him before I doMaybe on your way to school, or maybe in the movies, or maybe in the park, or maybe in an elevator, or maybe in the barbershop, or maybe just walking down the street.
Maybe even down at the store, buying five or six dozen boxes of marshmallows.
He just loves marshmallows! (np)
Again, this ending undermines somewhat the dark ambiguity of the Playboy version. Although the possibility exists that Lafcadio may have met with a tragic end, the possibility seems much greater in the Playboy version of the tale. The sunset, especially, signals death or at least a profound end, even without being coupled to his descent into "the valley" (of darkness, perhaps?). In the book version, the child reader is reassured that, if she keeps her eyes open, she may very well meet a happy, satisfied Lafcadio, that the valley into which he journeyed alone may not mark the last of his adventures, that our hero may have, in fact, left that valley to see future sunrises in good old Chicago where he has found some peace and discovered, at last, a sense of self-satisfaction, no longer torn between being a lion and being a man. Or, as Ruth K. MacDonald puts it, Here, the ending avoids sadness by leaving open the possibility that Lafcadio may be happily preoccupied somewhere else, or that he has not been heard from because he has made his peace with being an animal. (21) Of course, in the drawing on the facing page Lafcadio looks away from the reader, his face obscured, so we cannot see whether he is happy, content, or, on the other hand, the worried, confused-looking fellow who adorns the cover (a picture that looks remarkably like the final image, although facing the reader). Furthermore, the illustration depicts a nude Lafcadio (or, perhaps better, unclothed) . He no longer wears the clothes of men, the implications of this state of affairs unremarked upon by the text. Thus, the final image recovers some of the ambiguity the text loses. Nevertheless, the cheerful, joking voice of Uncle Shelby reassures readers that, most likely, this story is not tragic, or at least, if it is, we shouldn't worry too much about it, a reassurance that undermines the implicit critique of the playboy lifestyle so evident in the original version. The Uncle Shelby of the book version of ABZ would be less inclined to soften the ending of this tale, more inclined, I imagine, to leave the child feeling unsettled by its dark conclusion.
Years earlier when Silverstein was a soldier producing cartoons for the Pacific Stars and Stripes, Shel often butted heads with the censors and commanding officers. In the fiftieth anniversary issue of the Pacific Stars and Stripes, Hal Drake, who worked with Shel in Korea, notes:
As a soldier-cartoonist, Silverstein realized he could only offend some of the people some of the time. He seldom drew cartoons about officers, and those few drew bitter complaints.
"So I started working on sergeants," Silverstein sighed. "I had nothing against sergeants but that's all I could get and I went after them until finally I was told all I could attack were civilians and animals. But they even made zebras off limits to me because they had stripes." (np) Similarly, Lafcadio reads like someone biting the hand that feeds him. Just as Playboy used Silverstein to increase their cultural cache, Silverstein used them as a forum for speaking out against the playboy lifestyle, for speaking out against the life of material excess and conspicuous consumption; he used the very character-Uncle Shelby-that Hefner helped develop to criticize the problematic consumerism encouraged in Playboy's pages.
**
Now, although this essay ends with Lafcadio, Uncle Shelby does not. Shelby lived alongside Silverstein until Silverstein's death of heart failure on May 10, 1999 . Evidently, old man Death let Uncle Shelby linger a while longer on our shores ("let the mother wait!" as Shelby sings in "Fuck 'Em"), for he's still churning out albums and books (like his Runny Babbit: A Billy Sook, released in 2005, and the LP Underwaterland, released in 2002) . Media reports at the time were inconsistent on the matter of Silverstein's age, doubtlessly a result of Shel's lifetime of inconsistency on the matter of his birthday: sometimes claiming 1930, other times 1932 (the first edition of Uncle Shelby's ABZ Book, for example, gives his age as twenty-nine, suggesting a 1932 birth year, two years later than that listed on his birth certificate). Some news sources write that he died at sixty-six, some at sixty-seven, and still others at sixty-eight. With birthdays to spare, one is tempted to attribute one to Uncle Shelby and another to Silverstein, to argue that Silverstein did not die alone after all, to maintain that Uncle Shelby was there to witness Silverstein's massive heart attack, that he watched over Silverstein's corpse until it was discovered by the maids who arrived Monday morning to clean Silverstein's Key West home, quietly slipping out the back door as they let themselves in the front. Two people, two selves, and we remain uncertain which self wrote for children, which for adults. This situation is apt, for an appreciation of the differences between Silverstein and Shelby provides us with a more sophisticated-if not completely satisfyingway to deal with the old question of whether Shel Silverstein's work is really for children (even typing the phrase makes me shudder!). Silverstein-as I hope to have demonstrated-was clearly aware of his shifting and ambiguous audience and was certainly complicit in it, both through his partnership with Ursula Nordstrom and his development of the Uncle Shelby persona in collaboration with Hefner and the Playboy staff. As Silverstein was keenly aware, Uncle Shelby's roots run deep in "adult" culture (even The Giving Tree, that old chestnut, has an ambiguous audience; William Cole, his editor at Simon and Schuster, rejected the manuscript, telling Silverstein, "Look Shel, the trouble with this Giving Tree of yours is that it falls between two stools. . . , It's not a kid's book, too sad, and it isn't for adults, too simple" [Rogak 68]) .
I conclude, then, with the suggestion that Shel Silverstein and his persona, Uncle Shelby, provide us with a more robust way to think about children's literature, reminding us that the line between texts for adults and those for children is far more blurry than we generally like to believe, as is the line between child culture and adult culture, even though we like to police that line with ever-growing determination (the warning labels on the 1985 edition of ABZ are evidence of that policing). Uncle Shelby and Shel Silverstein help us to de-fetishize the ever-fraught and socially constructed distinction between child and adult, but they do so without asking us to naively dismiss audience completely, showing us, instead, that our conception of audience informs our relationship with literature, diminishing certain understandings while emphasizing others. The author isn't dead after all, despite claims to the contrary, and the author operates hand-in-hand with his implied audience. The text, far from being static and unchanging, rather works much like those optical illusions in art textbooks: at one moment we see an old lady, the next a lovely young girl; one moment a vase, the next two human profiles. This flickering perception, this stuttering flux, is ultimately a part of the text, not epitextual not peritextual not intertextual: it is part and parcel of the work itself, as important as the words on the page. Our persistence of vision and the ideological preconceptions underpinning it render the strobe invisible. We ignore it at our peril, and we've ignored this element of Silverstein's work for too long.
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Notes
1. This persona differs markedly from Silverstein the man. For instance, a plethora of Silverstein's songs involve drug use (including alcohol) and are rooted in a very precise understanding of drug culture and the pharmacological effects of various intoxicants, the humor of some depending on such knowledge and, indeed, the audience's awareness of the ins and outs of drug use. Consider, for example, the lyrics to "The Dope," a piece included on an undated acetate demonstration recording often referred to as Fuck 'Em (which is the name of the first track). The song climaxes with hyperbolic details of a life ruined by "dope," a climax followed by a list of the various unconventional ways our narrator enjoys his sinful excesses (note that while one can "smok[e] that cocaine" nowadays, at the time, cocaine was largely just for sniffing):
I once led a clean life with no dope I had kids and a wife and then the dope Now I sold all my children My wife's gone insane I've broken my body, rotted my brain Sniffed LSD, and I smoked that cocaine I shot marijuana into my vein, But, oh! I would do it all over again For some dopey, dopey, dopey, dopey, dopey, dopey, dope.
Despite such intimate knowledge, Silverstein the person-as opposed to Uncle Shelby the persona-abstained from recreational drugs throughout his life, as counterintuitive as it may seem (after learning about his life and less obviously child-oriented works, my students are consistently shocked by the idea of a straight-edge Shel). Lisa Rogak emphasizes Shel's teetotaling ways in her biography, A Boy Named Shel. For instance, she writes: "Shel's drug of choice was espresso. . . . On occasion, Shel would pretend he drank something harder than espresso, like the days in the Village when he'd nurse a glass of wine the entire night" (155). However, Silverstein's performance of this persona sometimes demanded more than nursing a glass of wine; on one occasion, for instance, Silverstein "was in Nashville cutting some demos with a full band of studio musicians, and Shel had a pint of peach brandy that was about half-full hanging out of his back pocket. When someone made a comment about it with surprise because Shel was never known to drink," Rogak continues, Silverstein admitted to his confidant that "he wasn't drinking," explaining that he bought the brandy earlier only to pour "half of it out so the pickers would think he was drinking" (155).
For a longer discussion on this persona as a kind of performance art key to understanding Silverstein's oeuvre, see my essay "Reappraising Uncle Shelby." 2. Admittedly, the ABZ Book is rarely considered a "children's book" these days. Indeed, the most recent edition insists on both the front and back cover that it most definitely is not for kids; however, as we shall see, its earliest incarnations were much less settled in regard to their audience, an ambiguity crucial, in fact, to its success as satire.
3. The motto, which means, "If you don't swing, don't ring," was found on a little brass plate near the main entrance of the seventy-four-room mansion, which was two linked structures on North State Parkway, mere blocks from Lake Michigan (Rogak 47). Silverstein regularly bunked in the mansion's imaginatively named Red Room (as the room was decorated-you guessed it-in red). Shel noted that at the mansion, "The things that usually govern us, like the time of day, where and what one can eat, the time you work, didn't apply." He continues, "This was not only an incredible opportunity, but it created a tremendous responsibility to make our own schedule" (Rogak 48 ). According to Rogak, it was during his initial stays at the mansion that Shel "began the habit of recycling gags from his earlier work," a habit, I might add, that led to the interconnected nature of his work, an interconnectivity that, as I've argued in my Horn Book essay, "Reappraising Uncle Shelby," leads one to notice conceptual continuity in his work. This was the moment when Silverstein began to move beyond his notion of the well-wrought, closed individual work and, instead, began crafting a continuity of
